ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the generic simulation models developed by SEMATECH to assist with the design, operation and promotion of cluster tool equipment used in semiconductor wafer fabrication. The use of cluster tool equipment is growing rapidly within the semiconductor manufacturing industry.
Because cluster tools integrate multiple process chambers within a vacuum environment, they reduce particulate and contamination. This advancement has resulted in enhanced yields at critical processing steps. In additio~cluster tools reduce the number of distinct operational steps. This simplitles process flows and increases the benefit of using automated material hand~mg systems. Semiconductor manufacturers are currently utilizing these tools for metal stacks, polymetal dielectric depositions and several other multilevel processes that are tilven by yield considerations (Seidel and Stark 1991) . Annual cluster tool revenues were $954M in 1991 with a 1995 forecast approaching $3B (Holden 1991 Cluster tools normally limit buffer sizes to one wafer, therefore when a queue occurs at a module chamber, it will block the preceding chambers. Likewise, the performance of a cluster tool or particular module is severely affected by the reliabWy of other system components.
Static analyticxd models such as spreadsheets were unable to produce valid information except in simple experiments that ignored temporal effects and random occurrences. In order to adequately represent cluster tool behavior, a dynamic and stochastic modeling approach was determined to be necessary (Law and Kelton 1991 Most of these system variables may be changed through the menu system.
The initial effort required development in the 0S/2 operating system with 8514 graphics. Reduced capability models execute under the DOS operating system with EGA graphics.
External data fdes were also included to define up to ten process plans and to assign process plans to wafers entering the system. Users have the option of either running an animation with the simulation model, one that details cassette and wafer flow through the system, or running a model-only execution. Animation screens are provided to detail critical system statistics.
Model Features
The generic cluster tool system was defined to contain six process modules, a central wafer handler robot, two load locks, buffer positions, a buffer robot and a metrology station. Figure  1 Cassettes of wafers are transported into the cluster tool system by one of the operators.
The system restricts the number of cassettes entering the system to a user-defined number.
Prior to entry into the system, each wafer in a cassette is assigned a process sequence to follow through the cluster tool. 
